
 

 

 
 

 

 

S Y N O P S I S 

 

 

The future is here, and it’s a dangerous place.  Especially when you don’t know 

who you are, who’s trying to kill you, or why... 

 

California in the early twenty-first century…… 

 

Gang warfare and soaring crime have led to repression under a near-fascist 

regime.  Strict censorship controls the media, and new laws measure everything 

and everyone by their value to the state.  Wrongdoers face “chipping” with 

experimental implants and compulsory organ donation, their body parts used to 

prolong the lives of law-abiding citizens. 

 

Leading the war against crime is the Anti-Crime Network, an elite force of 

privatised law enforcers.  Like bounty hunters of old, the ACN’s “headhunters” 

track down the city’s Most Wanted wherever they hide.  Combining combat skills 

and cunning with the latest in high-tech weaponry, the headhunters are turning 

the criminal tide. 

 

But when the millionaire founder of the ACN is murdered at his desk, it seems the 

underworld may be striking back.  Is his death the work of the Syndicate and its 

mysterious criminal mastermind, or does the truth run deeper and darker...? 

 

In this thrilling and darkly ironic adventure, you play the part of renegade 

headhunter Jack Wade.  Once the ACN’s top man, someone has left you with a 

bad case of amnesia and a lot of unanswered questions.  When Angela Stern, 

beautiful but strong-willed daughter of the dead ACN boss, approaches you to 

find his killer, you have little option but to accept.  You must rediscover your 

headhunter skills, honing them to uncover the truth about her father’s murder 

and your own past. 

 

 

 



But this is a world of deceit and betrayal, where motives and loyalties are 

obscure and news bulletins cheerfully deny the evidence of your own eyes.  To 

succeed, you must scour the city in a quest for knowledge, uncertain who to 

trust, facing enemies round every corner.  Along the way, you find out who are 

the good guys and who are the bad guys.  And which one are you... 

 

Combining in-your-face action with dark satirical humour, HEADHUNTER takes 

you to a world where technology is king, organs are currency, and a man’s best 

friend is his -Gun. 

 


